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ABSTRACT

Sickness in the industrial units is not a new phenomenon as is evident in the developing countries. Indeed, even in the industrially propelled nations of the world, fluctuating degrees of ailment are found to happen. Occurrence of industrial sickness is a persistent procedure and at a specific time a few units in a specific industry will be running sick regardless of the fact that the industrial atmosphere is ideal from all perspectives. But sickness assuming an epidemic shape creates concerns to the policy makers and stakeholders. Factual information proposes that small scale businesses are more inclined to sickness when contrasted with medium and large scale commercial ventures. The major thrust of the present paper is to explore the reasons of sickness in small and medium scale industries in India. This paper is isolated in three sections; first section talks about the “concept of industrial sickness”. Second part manages “general reasons for Industrial disorder” and the third part introduces “remedies and conclusion”.
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